Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Document networks, *e.g.* social media, question-and-answer websites, the scientific literature, are ubiquitous. Because these networks keep growing larger and larger, navigating efficiently through them becomes increasingly difficult. Modern information retrieval systems rely on machine learning algorithms to support users. The performance of these systems heavily depends on the quality of the document representations. Learning good features for documents is still challenging, in particular when they are structured in a network.

Recent methods learn the representations in an unsupervised manner by combining structural and textual information. Text-Associated DeepWalk (TADW) \[[@CR28]\] incorporates text features into the low-rank factorization of a matrix describing the network. Graph2Gauss \[[@CR2]\] learns a deep encoder, guided by the network, that maps the nodes' attributes to embeddings. GVNR-t \[[@CR3]\] factorizes a random walk based matrix of node co-occurrences and integrates word vectors of the documents in its formulation. CANE \[[@CR25]\] introduces a mutual attention mechanism that builds representations of a document contextually to each of its direct neighbors in the network.

Apart from Graph2gauss, these methods are not intended to generate representations for documents with no connection to other documents and thus cannot induce *a posteriori* representations for new documents. Moreover, they provide little to no possibility to interpret the learned representations. CANE is a notable exception since its attention mechanism produces interpretable weights that highlight the words explaining the links between documents. Nevertheless, it lacks the ability to explain the representations for each document independently.

In this paper, we describe and evaluate an inductive and interpretable method that learns word, topic and document representations in a single vector space, based on a new attention mechanism. Our contributions are the following:we present a novel attention mechanism, Topic-Word Attention (TWA), that produces representations of a text where latent topic vectors attend to the word vectors of a document;we explain how to train the parameters of TWA by leveraging the links of the network. Our method, Inductive Document Network Embedding (IDNE), is able to produce representations for previously unseen documents, without network information;we quantitatively assess the performance of IDNE on several networks and show that our method performs better than recent methods in various settings, including when new documents, not part of the network, are inductively represented by the algorithms. To our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate this kind of inductive setting in the context of document network embedding;we qualitatively show that our model learns meaningful word and topic vectors and produces interpretable document representations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we survey related works. We present in details our attention mechanism and show how to train it on networks of documents in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Next, in Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we present a thorough experimental study, where we assess the performance of our model following the usual evaluation protocol on node classification and further evaluating its capacity of inducting representations for text documents with no connection to the network. In Sect. [5](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}, we study the ability of our method to provide interpretable representations. Lastly, we conclude this paper and provide future directions in Sect. [6](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}. The code for our model, the datasets and the evaluation procedure are made publicly available[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Network embedding (NE) provides an efficient approach to represent nodes in a low dimensional vector space, suitable for solving various machine learning tasks. Recent techniques extend NE for document networks, showing that text and graph information can be combined to improve the resolution of classification and prediction tasks. In this section, we first cover important works in document NE and then relate recent advances in attention mechanisms.

Document Network Embedding {#Sec3}
--------------------------

DeepWalk \[[@CR22]\] and node2vec \[[@CR9]\] are the most well-known NE algorithms. They train dense embedding vectors by predicting nodes co-occurrences through random walks by adapting the Skip-Gram model initially designed for word embedding \[[@CR19]\]. VERSE \[[@CR24]\] propose an efficient algorithm that can handle any type of similarity over the nodes.

Text-Associated DeepWalk (TADW) \[[@CR28]\] extends DeepWalk to deal with textual attributes. Yang *et al.* prove, following the work in \[[@CR17]\], that Skip-Gram with hierarchical softmax can be equivalently formulated as a matrix factorization problem. TADW then consists in constraining the factorization problem with a pre-computed representation of the documents *T* by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) \[[@CR6]\]. The task is to optimize the objective:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M=(A+A^2)/2$$\end{document}$ is a normalized second-order adjacency matrix of the network, *W* is a matrix of one-hot node embeddings and *H* a feature transformation matrix. Final document embeddings are the concatenation of *W* and *HT*. Graph2Gauss (G2G) \[[@CR2]\] is an approach that embeds each node as a Gaussian distribution instead of a vector. The algorithm is trained by passing node attributes through a non-linear transformation via a deep neural network (encoder). GVNR-t \[[@CR3]\] is a matrix factorization approach for document network embedding, inspired by GloVe \[[@CR21]\], that simultaneously learns word, node and document representations. In practice, the following least-square objective is optimized:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_{ij}$$\end{document}$ is the number of co-occurrences of nodes *i* and *j*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u_i$$\end{document}$ is a one-hot encoding of node *i* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\delta _j ~ W}{|\delta _j|_1}$$\end{document}$ is the average of the word embeddings of document *j*. Context-Aware Network Embedding (CANE) \[[@CR25]\] consists in a mutual attention mechanism trained on a document network. It learns several embeddings for a document according to its different contextual documents, represented by its neighbors in the network. The attention mechanism selects meaningful features from text information in pairs of documents that explain their relatedness in the graph. A similar approach is presented in \[[@CR4]\] where the links between pairs of documents are predicted by computing the mutual contribution of their word embeddings.

In this work, we aim at constructing representations of documents that reflect their connections in a network. A key motivation behind our approach is to be able to predict a document's neighborhood given only its textual content. This allows our model to inductively produce embeddings for new documents for which no existing link is known. To that extend, Graph2Gauss is a similar approach. On the contrary, TADW and GVNR-t are not primarily designed for this purpose as they both learn one-hot embeddings for each node in the document network. Note that if some methods like GraphSage \[[@CR10]\], SDNE \[[@CR27]\] and GAE \[[@CR13]\] also enable induction on new nodes, they cannot deal with nodes that have no known connection. Also, our approach differs from CANE since this latter needs the neighbors of a document to generate its representation. IDNE learns to produce a single interpretable vector for each document in the network. In the next section, we review recent works in attention mechanisms for natural language processing (NLP) that inspired the conception of our method.

Attention Mechanism {#Sec4}
-------------------

An attention mechanism uses a contextual representation to highlight or hide some parts of input data. Attention is an essential element of state-of-the-art neural machine translation (NMT) algorithms \[[@CR18]\] by providing a powerful way to capture dependencies between words.

The Transformer \[[@CR26]\] introduces a formalism of attention mechanisms for NMT. Given a query vector *q*, a set of key vectors *K* and a set of value vectors *V*, an attention vector is produced with the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$qK^T$$\end{document}$ measures the similarity between the query and each key *k* of *K*. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega $$\end{document}$ is a normalization function such that all attention weights are positive and sum to 1. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_a$$\end{document}$ is then the weighted sum of the values *V* according to the attention weights. Multiple attention vectors can be generated by using a set of queries *Q*.

In CANE, as for various NLP tasks \[[@CR7]\], an attention mechanism generates attention weights that represent the strengths of relation between pairs of input words. However, in this paper, we do not seek to learn dependencies between pairs of words, but rather between words and some global topics. In this direction, the Set Transformer \[[@CR16]\] constitutes a computationally efficient attention mechanism where the queries are replaced with a fixed-size set of learnable global inducing points. This model is originally not intended for NLP tasks, therefore we will explore the capacity of such inducing points to play the role of topic representations when applied to textual data.

Even if we introduce the concept of topic vectors, the aim of this work is not to propose another topic model \[[@CR5], [@CR23]\]. We hypothesize that the introduction of global topic vectors in an attention mechanism can (1) lead to useful representations of documents for different tasks and (2) bring an interpretable sight on the patterns learned by the model. Interpretability can help both machine learning practitioners to better refine their models and end users to understand automated recommendations.

Method {#Sec5}
======

We are interested in finding low dimensional vector space representations of a set of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n_w$$\end{document}$ stands for the number of words in our vocabulary. The method we propose, Inductive Document Network Embedding (IDNE), learns to represent the words and topics underlying the corpus in a single vector space. The document representations are computed by combining words and topics through an attention mechanism.

In the following, we first describe how to derive the document vectors from known word and topic vectors through a novel attention mechanism, the Topic-Word Attention (TWA). Next, we show how to estimate the word and topic vectors, guided by the links connecting the documents of the network.

Representing Documents with Topic-Aware Attention {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------

We assume a *p*-dimensional vector space in which both words and topics are represented. We note $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n_t$$\end{document}$ topic vectors. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the matrix computation of the attention weights.

*Topic-Word Attention.* Given a document *i* and its bag-of-word encoding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X_i \in \mathbb {N^+}^{n_w}$$\end{document}$, we measure the attention weights between topics and words, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z^i$$\end{document}$ sum to one. The intuition behind the first requirement is that enforcing non-negativity should lead to sparse and interpretable topics. The second requirement transforms the raw weights into word-wise relative attention weights, which can be read as probabilities similarly to what is done in neural topic models \[[@CR23]\]. An obvious choice would be column-wise softmax, however, we empirically find that ReLU followed by a column-wise normalization performs best.
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                \begin{document}$$Z^i$$\end{document}$, we are able to calculate topic-specific representations of the document *i*. From the perspective of topic *k*, the *p*-dimensional representation of document *i* is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} D^i_k = \frac{Z^i_k \text {diag}(X_i)W}{|X_i|_1}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Similarly to Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}, each topic vector, akin to a query, attends to the word vectors that play the role of keys to generate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z^i$$\end{document}$. The topic-specific representations are then the weighted sum of the values, also played by the word vectors. The final document vector is obtained by simple summation of all the topic-specific representations, which leads to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{|X_i|_1}$$\end{document}$ in Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""} ensures that the document vectors have the same order of magnitude as the word vectors.

Learning from the Network {#Sec7}
-------------------------

Since the corpus is organized in a network, we propose to estimate the parameters, *W* and *T*, by leveraging the links between the documents. We posit that the representations of documents connected by a short path in the network should be more similar in the vector space than those that are far apart. Thus, we learn *W* and *T* in a supervised manner, through the training of a discriminative model.Fig. 1.Matrix computation of the attention weights. Here $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {diag}(X_i)W$$\end{document}$ where zero-columns are removed since they do not impact on the result. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n_{w^i}$$\end{document}$ denotes the number of distinct words in document *i*. Each element $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z^i$$\end{document}$ is the column-normalized rectified scalar product between the topic vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varvec{w^i}_{k}$$\end{document}$ and represents the strength of association between the topic *j* and the word *k* in document *i*. The final document representation is then the sum of the topic-specific representations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Quantitative Evaluation {#Sec8}
=======================

Common tasks in document network embedding are classification and link prediction. We assess the quality of the representations learned with IDNE for these tasks in two different settings: (1) a traditional setting where all links and documents are observed and (2) an inductive setting where only a fraction of the links and documents is observed during training.

The first setting corresponds to a scenario where the goal is to propagate labels associated with a small portion of the documents. The second represents a scenario where we want to predict labels and links for new documents that have no network information, once the algorithm is already trained. This is common setting in real world applications. As an example, when a new user asks a new question on a Q&A website, we would like to suggest tags for its question and to recommend potential similar questions. In this case, the only information available to the algorithm is the textual content of the question.

Experimental Setup {#Sec9}
------------------

We detail here the setup we use to train IDNE.
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \delta _{ij} = {\left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 1 &{}\text {if} (A + A^2)_{ij} > 0,\\ 0 &{}\text {otherwise}. \end{array}\right. } \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This means that two documents are considered close in the network if they are direct neighbors or share at least one neighbor. Note that this matrix is the binarized version of the matrix TADW factorizes.

*Optimizing the Log-Likelihood.* We perform mini-batch SGD with the ADAM \[[@CR12]\] update rule. Because most document networks are sparse, rather than uniformly sampling entries of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{ij} = 0$$\end{document}$) per mini-batch. Positive pairs of documents are drawn according to the number of paths of length 1 or 2 linking them. Negative samples are uniformly drawn. The impact of the number of steps is detailed in Sect. [4.6](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}.

Networks {#Sec10}
--------

We consider 4 networks of documents of various nature:A well-known scientific citation network extracted from Cora[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}. Each document is an article labelled with a conference.New York Times (NYT) titles of articles from January 2007. Articles are linked according to common tags (*e.g.* business, arts, technology) and are labeled with the section they appear in (*e.g.* opinion, news). This network is particularly dense and documents have a short length.Two networks of the Q&A website Stack Exchange (SE)[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} from June 2019, namely [gaming.stackexchange.com](http://www.gaming.stackexchange.com) and [travel.stackexchange.com](http://www.travel.stackexchange.com). We only keep questions with at least 10 user votes and that have at least one answer with 10 user votes or more. We build the network by linking questions with their answers and by linking questions and answers of the same user. The labels are the tags associated with each question (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1.General properties of the studied networks.\# docs\# links\# labelsVocab size\# words per docDensityMulti-labelCora2,2114,77174,333$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tasks and Evaluation Metrics {#Sec11}
----------------------------

For each network, we consider a traditional classification tasks, an inductive classification task and an inductive link prediction task.

the traditional task refers to a setting where the model is trained on the entire network and the learned representations are used as features for a one-vs-all linear classifier with a training set of labelled documents ranging from 2% to 10% for multi-class networks and from 10% to 50% for multi-label networks.the inductive tasks refer to a setting where 10% of the documents are removed from the network and the model is trained on the resulting sub-network. For the classification task, a linear classifier is trained with the representations and the labels of the observed documents. Representations for hidden documents are then generated in an inductive manner, using their textual content only. Classifications and link predictions are then performed on these induced representations.

To classify the learned representations, we use the LIBLINEAR \[[@CR8]\] logistic regression \[[@CR14]\] algorithm and we cross validate the regularization parameter for each dataset and each model. Every experiment is repeated 10 times and we report the micro average of the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The AUC uses the probabilities of the logistic regression for all classes and evaluates the quality of the resulting ranking given the true labels. This metric is thus suitable for information retrieval tasks where we want to penalize wrong predictions depending on their ranks. For link prediction, we rank pairs of documents according to the cosine similarity between their representations.

Compared Representations {#Sec12}
------------------------

For all document networks, we process the documents by tokenizing text into words, discarding punctuation, stop words and words that appear less than 5 times or in more than 25% of the documents. We create document-term matrices that are used as input for 6 algorithms. Our baselines are representative of the different approaches for document NE. TADW and GVNR-t are based on matrix factorization whereas CANE and G2G are deep learning models. For each of them, we used the implementations of the authors:LSA: we use a 256-dimensional SVD decomposition of the tf-idf vectors as a text-only baseline;TADW: we follow the guidelines of the original paper by using 20 iterations and a penalty term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results Analysis {#Sec13}
----------------

Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} detail the AUC scores on the traditional classification task. We report the results for CANE only for Cora since the algorithm did not terminate within 10 h for the other networks. In comparison, our method takes about 5 min to run on each network on a regular laptop. The classifier performs well on the representations we learned, achieving similar or better results than the baseline algorithms on Cora, Gaming and Travel Stack Exchange. However, regarding the New York Times network, GVNR-t and TADW have a slight advantage. Because of its high density, the links in this network are little informative which may explain the relative good scores of the LSA representations. We hypothesize that (1) TADW benefits from its input LSA features and that (2) GVNR-t benefits both from its random walk based matrix of node co-occurrences \[[@CR20]\], which captures more precisely the proximities of the nodes in such dense network, and from the short length of the documents making the word embedding averaging efficient \[[@CR1], [@CR15]\].

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the AUC scores in the inductive settings. For link prediction IDNE performs best on three networks, showing its capacity to learn meaningful word and topic representations according to the network structure. For classification, LSA and GVNR-t achieve the best results while IDNE reaches similar but slightly lower scores on all datasets. On the contrary, TADW and Graph2gauss show weaknesses on NYT and Gaming SE.

In summary, IDNE shows constant performances across all settings where other methods lack of robustness against the type of network or the type of task. A surprising result is the good scores of GVNR-t for inductive classification which we didn't expect given that its textual component only is used for this setting. However, for the traditional classification, GVNR-t has difficulties to handle networks with longer documents. IDNE does not suffer the same problem because TWA carefully select discriminative words before averaging them. In Sect. [5](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}, we further show that IDNE learns meaningful representations of words and topics and builds interpretable document representations.

Impact of the Number of Topics and Convergence Speed {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the impact of the number of topic vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Qualitative Evaluation {#Sec15}
======================

We first show in Sect. [5.1](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"} that IDNE is capable of learning meaningful word and topic vectors. Then, we provide visualizations of documents that highlight the ability of the topic-word attention to reveal topics of interest. For all experiments, we set the number of topics to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2.Impact of the number of topics and of the number of steps on the traditional classification task on Cora with IDNE.

Word and Topic Vectors {#Sec16}
----------------------

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the closest words to each topic, computed as the dot product between their respective vectors, learned on Cora. Word and topic vectors are trained to predict the proximity of the nodes in a network, meaningless words are thus always dissimilar to the topic vectors, since they do not help to predict a link. This can be verified by observing the words that have the largest and the smallest norms, also reported in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Even though the topics are learned in an unsupervised manner, we notice that, when we set the number of topics close to the number of classes, each topic seems to capture the semantics of one particular class.Table 5.Topics with their closest words produced by IDNE on Cora and words whose vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L_2$$\end{document}$ norms are the largest (resp. the smallest) reported in parenthesis. The labels in this dataset are: Case Based, Genetic Algorithms, Neural Networks, Probabilistic Methods, Reinforcement Learning, Rule Learning and Theory.Topic 1Casebased, reasoning, reinforcement, knowledge, system, learning, decisionTopic 2Chain, belief, probabilistic, length, inference, distributions, markovTopic 3Search, ilp, problem, optimal, algorithms, heuristic, decisionTopic 4Genetic, algorithm, fitness, evolutionary, population, algorithms, treesTopic 5Bayesian, statistical, error, data, linear, accuracy, distributionTopic 6Accuracy, induction, classification, features, feature, domains, inductiveLargestGenetic (8.80), network (8.07), neural (7.43), networks (6.94), reasoning (6.16)SmallestCalculus (0.34), instability (0.34), acquiring (0.34), tested (0.34), le (0.34)

Topic Attention Weights Visualization {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------

To further highlight the ability of our model to bring interpretability, we show in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} the topics that most likely generated the words of a document according to TWA. The document is the abstract of this paper whose weights are inductively calculated with IDNE previously trained on Cora. We compute its attention weights $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{2}$$\end{document}$. We see that the major topic (green and single underline), that accounts for 32% of the weights, deals with the type of data, here document networks. The second topic (blue and double underline), which represents 18% of the weights, relates to text modeling, with words like "interpretable" and "topics".

Fig. 3.Topics provided by IDNE in the abstract of this very paper trained on Cora.

Discussion and Future Work {#Sec18}
==========================

In this paper, we presented IDNE, an inductive document network embedding algorithm that learns word and latent topic representations via TWA, a topic-word attention mechanism able to produce interpretable document representations. We showed that IDNE performs state-of-the-art results on various network in different settings. Moreover, we showed that our attention mechanism provides an efficient way of interpreting the learned representations. In future work, we would like to study the effect of the sampling of the documents on the learned topics. In particular, the matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta $$\end{document}$ could capture other types of similarities between documents such as SimRank \[[@CR11]\] which measures structural relatedness between nodes instead of proximities. This could reveal complementary topics underlying a document network and could provide interpretable explanations of the roles played by documents in networks.

<https://github.com/brochier/idne>.

<https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data>.

<https://archive.org/details/stackexchange>.
